Recap: i-u-t-w

Practice the letters you learned in the last lesson by tracing and then filling the lines with letters i, u, t, and w.

---

ii ii
---

uu uu
---

tt tt
---

ww ww
---
The Letter E

The letters in this lesson are all loopy letters. All the letters in this lesson follow the basic steps as the letter e.

Trace the letter e and finish the line with your own letter e’s.

Practice writing the cursive letter e both alone and connected to letters you learned in earlier lessons. Try to start and end the letter e on the bottom line.

Practice writing these words: tee, egg, age, get
The letter l is a lot like the letter e, but stretched tall. Follow the steps to write the letter l. Remember to make a even sized loop and try to start and end you l on the bottom line.

Curve up

Curve down

Practice writing the cursive letter l both alone and connected to other letters. 

Try writing these words: all, lead, deal, call, claw,
The letter h is also a loopy letter. Follow the steps to write the letter h.

Curve up

Straight line down

Make a hump in the middle

Practice writing the cursive letter h. Try to make each letter an even width. **Try writing these words: he, the, had, each, child, watch**
The Letter K

The letter k is similar to the letter h. Follow the steps to write a cursive letter k.

Curve up

Straight line down

Make a loop in the middle

A hump to the bottom

Practice writing the cursive letter k both alone and connected to other letters.

Try writing these words: kit, kite, elk, tick
Trace the steps to make the letter b on the following line.

Like the letter w, the letter b ends on the half-way line. When combining the letter b with other letters, start the next letter from the half-way line. Trace the letter b combinations below. **Try writing these words: bath, bed, bite, bug**
The Letter F

Follow the steps to write a cursive letter f. Try to make the top and bottom loops even.

Curve up

Straight line down

Loop up to the line

Practice writing the letter f. Try to start and end the letter on the bottom line.

Try writing these words: fall, fit, fell, chef
The letter j starts like the climb and slide letter i. Follow the steps for the letter j.

Climb on up  
Straight line down  
Loop around and dot

Practice writing the cursive letter j. Try to make all your letters even and consistent.

Try writing these words: jet, juggle, eject, juice